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Date book 
Monday, Feb. 26 
Demography Seminar, ·1ntluence ot the 
Marital History of Parents on the Union Forma· 
lion Experience ot Children. "by Arland 
Thornton. University of Michigan. 2:30 p.m .. 
Capital Room. Union. 
WBGU-TV Program, "Ohio Business 
Outlook," 5:30 and 11 :30 p.m .. host George 
Howick examines issues concerning Ohio's 
business community, Channel 27. 
Tuesday,Feb.27 
WBGU-TV Program, -University Forum,· 
5:30 and 11 :30 p.m., host Pau! Hunt, music, 
leads a disn •ssioo concerning current trerds in 
jazz music, Channel 27. 
Music from Bowling Green, at the llanor 
House, "Russian Odyssey; by Bowling Green 
String Ouartet. 7:30 p.m .• Wildwood Metropark. 
Toledo. 
Planetarium Show, "Planet Ouest; 8 p.m., 
Planetarium, Physical Sciences Building. 
France Summer Study lnfonnatlonal 
Meeting, tor the "Summer Study Program in 
Nantes France; 9 p.m .. 1000 Business 
Administration. 
VVednesday,Feb.28 
Open Forum, President Otscamp will meet 
with students, noon-1 :15 p.m., Chart Room. 
McFall Center. 
Computer Seminar, "Introduction to PC-
File+(IBM)," 1 :30-4:30 p.m. Call 372-2102 tor 
reservations. 
Lecture, "Coping with Sickle Cell Disease 
Pain," by Dr. Karen Gil, Duke University Medi-
cal Center. 3:30 p.m., 112 Life Sciences 
Building. 
WBGU-TV Program, "Art Beat Focus: 
Pursuit of Perfection.· 5:30 and 11 :30 p.m., 
host Karen Mason interviews three local artists 
in their studios. Chann~ 27. 
Thursday, March 1 




New PosilJons (Open to BGSU staff only) 
Posting Expiration Date: noon, Friday, March 
2. r indicates that an internal candidate is bid-
ding and being considered for the position.) 
3-2-1 • Clerk 1 
PayRange2 
Parking and traffic 
Permanent. palt-time 
Moving Ahead, Staying Healthy." informational 
displays, saeenings .. and freebies wiU be 
available, 10 a.m.-2 p.m., lenhart Grand 
Ballroom. 
ASC Meeting, 1 :30-3 p.m .. Alumni Room. 
Men's Swimming, "MAC Championships," 
preliminaries at noon and fmals at 7 p.m .. 
Cooper Pool. 
WBGU-TV Program, "Time Out •• 5:30 and 
11 :30 p.m .. host Lany Weiss tells viewers how 
the hockey team fared again51 St. Cloud and 
looks at the men's basketball efforts against 
Eastern Michigan. Chamel 27. 
Theatre Production, "The Merry Wrves of 
Windsor," 8 p.m .• Eva Marie Saint Theatre. 
UAO Alm, "Dracula," 9 p.m .. 210 Math 
Science. 
Friday, March 2 
Demography Seminar, "Research on Aging 
in Metropolitan Taiwan." noon. 207 Sociology 
Library. 
Computer Seminar, "Spreadsheet (Mac)." 
1 :30-3:30 p.m., Tech Lab. 
Men's Swimming, "MAC Championships," 
preliminaries at noon and finals at 7 p.m., 
Cooper Pool. 
Men's Tennis vs. Northern IDinois, 2:30 p.m., 
Raquetball Club, Findlay. 
WBGU-TV Program, "Viewpoint.. 5:30 p.m., 
host Judy Paschalis looks at the problem of 
dangerous railroad crossings, Channel 27. 
UAO Rim, "The Abyss," 7:30 and 10 p.m., 
210 Math Science Building. 
UAO Alm, "Weekend At Bernie's," 12:30 
am., 210 Math Science. 
Exhibition, "The BFA Exhibition: Graduating 
Studio Majors." 7-9 p.m .• Gallery, McFall 
Center. 
Planetarium Show, "Planet Ouest." 8 p.m., 
Physical Sciences Building. 
Readings In The Chapel, poetry by Steve 
Gellman and Ed Dougherty, 8 p.m .• Prout 
Chapel. 
Theatre Production, "The Merry Wrves of 
Windsor," 8 p.m., Eva Marie Saint Theatre. 
Saturday, March 3 
WBGU.TV Program, "Amish Cooking From 
Quilt Country," noon, host Marcia Adams 
aeates dishes using "Fruits Galore." Channel 
27. 
Men's Swimming, 'MAC Championships." 
preliminaries at noon and finals at 7 p.m., 
Cooper Pool. 
Gymnastics vs. Central Michigan, 2:30 p.m •• 
Eppler North. 
Design 18, the undergraduate design stu-
dents' exhibition, 7-9 p.m., Fine Arts Galleiy. 
UAO Alm, "The Abyss," 7:30 and 10 p.m., 
210 Math Science Building. 
Concert, by Peter Terry, guest~ 
and multi-media artist, 8 p.m., Bryan Recital 
Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center. 
Theatre Production, "The Merry Wrves of 
Wmdsor," 8 p.m., Eva Marie Saint Theatre. 
UAO Rim, "Weekend Al Bernie's," 12:30 
am .• 21 O Math Science Building. 
Faculty I Staff positions 
The following faculty positions are available: 
Chemistry: Assistant professor. Contact Doug Neckers (2-2031 ). Deadline: March 1 or until 
suitable candidate is selected. 
College Student Personnel: Assistant/associate professor. Contact Camey Strange (2-7382). 
Deacline: March 1 o or until filled. 
EDCI: Assistant professor (emphasis in elementary and sceondary methods). Also assistant 
professor (err¢asis in :;ocial studies and math or science). For both positions, conttd Robert G. 
Oana (2-7320). Deadlines: March 1. 
. English: Assistant ~essor (anticipated). Also, assistant professor. Also, lecturer (three posi-
!iOnS, t~. full-time). For aD positions, contact Richard Gebhardt (2-2576). Deadlines: Mart:h 
1. 
~ College: lnstrudor of English, humanities department (lerr4>orarY. full-time). Also, 
assistant professor of English and director of English cort1X>Silion- Deadlines: March 24. Also, 
lllStrudor of ~/human services coordinator in the natural and social sciences department 
(!~!full-time). Deadline: April 21. Also, assistant librarianfinstrudorlassistant professor 
(terJllOOUY, full-time). Deadrine: March 16. For aD positions, contact the Office of the Dean 
Firelands (433-5560). ' 
Geography: Assistant professor of geographyfJOint appointment with Environmental Programs. 
Contact AJvar w. Carlson (2-2925). Deadline: May 1 or until position is filled. 
German. Russian and East Asian Languages: Assistant professor (anticipated). Contact 
Joseph Gray (2-2268). Extended deadline: March 1, or until fiDed. 
Mathematics and Statistics: Assistant professor. Deadline: March 20 or until a candidate is 
found. Also, ~~ Lukacs v~ Prof~. Deadline: March 1, or until satisfac:tory candidate is 
found. Also, ViSiling lecturer (terminal. full-time). Deadline: March 1. For all positions, cxintac1 
Hassoon s. Al-Amiri (2-2636). 
Radio-T~: Associate professor. Contact Srinivas Melkote (2-2138). Deadline: 
March 1. 
School of Art: Assistant professor. sculpture. Contact Robert Hurlstone (2-2786). Deadline: 
March3. 
5c:t1001 of HPER: lllSlnJdor of r~ and leisure. reaeation and dance division (lerr4>0ratY. 
full-lime, five years). Contact Patncia Peterson (2-7234). Also, assistant professor of sport 
management Contact Delores Black (2-7234). Deadlines for both positions: March 15. 
Science Library: Science refere."lCe librarian/assistant professor. Contact Christ Miko (2-2591). 
Deadline: March 20. 
Special Education: Assistant professor of rehabilitation aiunseling (anticipated). Contact 
Edward D. Fiscus (2-7293). Dead5ne: March 26. 
The following administralive positions are available: 
RHldeulial Slll ~=Residence hal complex CXXJrdinator. Also, residence haD director. Alsc, 
residet ice haD manager. Contact Fayetta M. Paulsen (2-2456). Deadlines: Aug. 1. 
ThMlre: Scene shop foreman. Contact Alen Kepke (2-2222). Deacline: March 1 or until filled. 
Sunday, March 4 
Concert, -String Ouartet." 8 p.m .. Bryan 
Recital Hall. Moore Musical Ms Center. 
Monday, March 5 
Central America Education Awareness 
Week, sponso<ed by the University Peace 
Coalition, March 5-10. 
Video, "Video on Central America." 8 p.m., 
204 Moseley. 
Bookstore to close 
The University Bookstore wiU be closed 
for spring break and annual inventory 
March 17-24. It will reopen at 8 a.m. on 
March26. 
Join a committee 
Classified Staff Council is seeking a 
classified employee to represent the CSC 
on the University Computing Council. 
Interested persons should be familiar with 
computers and have a working knowledge 
of software and hardware. Staff from 
Computer Services are not eligible. 
Send sett-nominations to Classified Staff 
Council, P .0. Box 91, University Hall. 
Conferences planned 
The University is a popular spot when it 
comes to groups wanting to use its 
facilities for conferences. Already 17 
conferences are scheduled from March 
through August. Jim Traeger, associate 
director of the University Union, has 
announced. 
Conferences planned include (with the 
number expected to attend in parenthe-
ses): Volunteer Fire School, March 16-18 
(1,000); Wood County Career Day, March 
22 (800); Ohio Al-A-Non, June 1-3 (600); 
ACBL Bridge T oumament, June 5-1 o 
(750); Buckeye Boys State, June 16-24 
(1,500); and Missionary Church, June 18-
21 (300). 
Also, Presbyterian Women. June 22-24 
(300); Dynamic Cheerleaders, June 25-28 
(225); Lutheran Women (ELCA), June 29-
30 (400); ODE-Japan, July 23-27 (75); 
DeMolay, July 27-29 (400); Business 
Leadership Institute, July 30-Aug. 1 (125); 
Youth to Youth, July 30-Aug. 3 (500); 
Junior High Jamboree (Group Publishing), 
Aug. 4-7 (1,200); Dancz America, Aug. 5-
8 (100); Eucfld High School Band Camp, 
Aug. 5-10 (100); and Sigma Chi, Aug. 8-
12 (1,500). 
STRS contribution up 
As part of its plan for funding improved 
benefits, the State Teachers Retirement 
System (STAS) has voted to increase the 
participant contribution rate to 925 
percent of earned compensation. The 
current rate is 8.77 percent 
The change will be effective July 1. 
As an example, a person earning 
$35,000 would contribute $3,069.50 in 
1989-90 versus $3,237.50 in 1990-91. 
The Office of Planning and Budgeting l".as 
notified contracting officers of this change 
and is using 1his means to notify faculty 
who may be in the process of making 
financial plans. 
Roundtable to meet 
Computer Services will hold its next 
Administrative Microcomputer Roundtable 
from 1:30-2:30 p.m. Tuesday (Feb. 27) in 
the Ohio Suite of the University Union. 
Discussion will focus on desktop 
publishing and will be led by an informal 
panel consisting of Dave Shannon, 
UniGraphics, Cheryl Takata, public 
relations, and Jane Wood, art 
For more infonnation about the program 
or the Administrative Microcomputer 
Roundtable, contact Dr. Duane Whitmire 
at 372-2927. 
For sale 
The vice president for student affairs 
office has for sale to other depal1rnents an 
Apple Image LO printer with sheet feeder. 
For more information caD 372-2147. 
Candidates needed 
to run for seven 
seats on CSC 
Classified Staff Council will be seeking 
to fill seven seats this spring with people 
interested in serving as representatives of 
classified staff. Successful candidates will 
serve three-year terms. 
Two council seats are open in the 
academic affairs area which includes 
continuing education; library and learning 
resources; the Graduate College and 
research services; the Colleges of Arts 
and Sciences, Education, Business 
Administration, Health and Human Serv-
ices, Musical Arts and Technology; 
academic budgets, institutional studies 
and academic enhancement. 
One seat is open in planning and 
budgeting which includes the bursar's 
office; financial acx:ounting; Computer 
Services; the registrar's office; admis-
sions; administrative staff personnel; and 
telecommunications services. 
Three seats are open in the operations 
area with two being in the physical plant 
division, including the architect's office; 
dormitory custodial and furnishings; aca-
demic custodial, grounds and motor 
vehicles; mechanical maintenance, trades 
and improvmements; the heating plant 
and energy control. One seat is open in 
auxiliary support which includes food 
service, Union food and Union administra-
tion. 
One term is open in the University 
relations area which includes alumni 
center; television services; student publi-
cations and public relations. 
Interested persons should send seH-
nominations to CSC, P.O. Box 91, 
University Hall. Elections will be May 3. 
Visit the Health Fair 
Student Health Service will hold its third 
annual Health Fair under the theme 
"M'A"S"H 1990: Moving Ahead, Staying 
Healthy." It is being presented from 10 
am.-2 p.m. Thursday (March 1) in the 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom of the University 
Union. 
A wide variety of exhibits have been 
planned inclu<fmg: a computeriztW health 
risk appraisal, cholesterol measurement 
($3 fee), blood pressure measurement, 
breast exams, glaucoma screenings, 
body fat analysis by electrical impedance 
and smoking cessation. Information also 
will be available on AIDS, crime preven-
tion, organ donation, seat belt use. 
relationship violence and alcohol and drug 
abuse. 
A program on premenstrual syndrome 
will be presented by St Vincent Woman-
Care at 10:15 and 11:15 a.m. and 12:15 
and 1:15 p.m. 
Balloons. door prizes and snacks wiU be 
given away. The Health Fair is open to the 
University community. 
Tuition to be raffled 
T ICket sales for the 1990 Honors 
Student Association and University 
Honors Program Tuition Raffle begin 
Monday (Feb. 26) and last until March 13. 
Prizes for the eighth annual raffle 
include the cash equivalent of one 
semester's in-state undergraduate tuition 
of $1,322 and three $50 book scholar-
ships. 
Raffle tickets are $1 or six for $5. They 
are available from any selling Honors 
Student Association member or honors 
program student They also can be 
obtained in the honors office, 231 Admini-
stration Building until March 13, or in the 
University Union foyer from March 5-13. 
Any undergraduate student (including 
seniors) or graduate student registered for 
at least one crecfrt hour this semester can 
win the raffle. The drawing will be held at 
1 p.m. March 29 in the Falcon's Nest in 
the University Union. 
Proceeds go toward operating costs and 
prize money for the raffle. Remaining 
profits go toward the J. Robert Bashore 
Scholarship Fund. 
Select award winner 
The Outstan<fmg Service Award 
Committee of Classified Staff Council is 
seeking seH nominations of persons from 
the operations area interested in serving 
on the committee. Interested persons can 
send a letter to CSC, P.O. Box 91, 
University Hall. 
VoL xm. No. 32 
Scott receives 
the Governor's 
Award for ethnic 
arls program 
Dr. John Scott. director of the Ethnic 
Cultural Arts Program. will receive the 
Governor's Award for the Arts in Ohio in 
the category of Minority Arts OUtreach in 
a ceremony at the state house next 
week. 
The Govemo(s Awards are given an-
nually to honor the commitment of 
individuals, corporations, communities, 
government and the media in supporting 
the growth and development of the arts 
in Ohio. 
The University's Ethnic Cultural Arts 
Program was founded by Scott 1 o years 
ago and was designed to promote ethnic 
art and bring the arts to minority 
communities. 
Scott, who came to the University in 
1970 as playwright-in-residence, said 
the program evolved from some other 
ethnic theatre groups he had worked 
with. ·1 had been directing the Mojo 
Theatre which eventually became the 
Third World Theatre; he said. 'When I 
stopped being director because the 
programs were discontinued, some 
students came to me and said they 
wanted to continue with a similar 
program. I aeated the Ethnic Cultural 
Arts Program but developed it to be 
much broader than what we had 
previously been doing." 
The goal of the new program was to 
inspire and <flSsel'Tlinate information to 
people of color through radio, TV, film, 
music, dance and art 
Students' enthusiasm for the program 
has made it a success, Scott said and it 
has expanded not only to producing 
productions but inviting prominent local, 
national and international artists to the 
area For example, the Ethnic Cultural 
Arts Program currently is helping to 
sponsor the photo exhibit ·Beyond the 
Nation" which focuses on Afro.Ameri-
cans living and working in Toledo from 
1920-1950. It is on display until the end 
Continued on Page 3 
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Vietnam remembered: 25 years pass, but the 
debate continues on the anniversary of invasion 
On Thursday (March 8) the United 
States wiU mark the 25th year since its 
first combat units-two Marine Corps 
battalions-were sent to fight in Vietnam. 
The debate aver what began a quarter of 
a century ago continues unabated and is 
ll"kely to rage for many more years. 
Was the war that took 59,000 American 
lives winnable or <fld it even involve 
genuine U.S. national security? 
Dr. Gary Hess, history, and president-
elect of the Society of Historians for 
American Foreign Relations, leans toward 
"no" as an answer to those questions. 
A renowned historian and a Distin-
guished Research Professor. Hess 
concedes his position counters a signifi-
cant group of writers who argue 'J"ietnam 
was a noble ausade as well as a 
winnable battle and who lay blame for the 
U.S.'s first-ever military defeat at failure to 
execute classic strategic principles. 
Years of research have led Hess to 
several conclusions. 
One of those conclusions is that the 
great disparity between American and 
North Vietnamese power was balanced 
by Hanoi's capacity to draw support from 
the Soviet Union and China, by the 
"necessary limitations. placed on U.S. 
warfare, and by the superior dedication of 
the North Vietnamese to their cause. 
· As for the "necessary limitation• on use 
of mintary might, Hess noted, for ex-
ample, that imposing a blockade on North 
Vietnam could have sparked direct con-
flict with Russia and/or China "The 
American experience in the Korean War 
haunted U.S. officials. During that war 
China intervened after United Nations 
forces aossed into North Korea Wrth the 
Soviet Union supplying North Vietnam by 
sea. naval warfare risked an incident that 
couk:I have widened the conflict.· 
Hess thinks too many U.S. officials 
chose to ignore the historically superior 
dedication of the North Vietnamese to 
their cause. He said that when the French 
were defeated in 1954, the U.S. sought to 
prevent unification of Vietnam under 
Communist leadership by building a 
strong government in South Vietnam. 
"One could hardly im2 ~ - " " place in 
The Bowling Green campus was no exception to V-stnam anti-war demonstrations. 
The above photo was taken on campus in 1968 as students protested during an 
ROTC drill. 
the world where the odds against nation-
building were greater. The U.S. attempted 
to construct a viable government on the 
remnants of the disaedited and de-
feated French regime in Saigon and in a 
Continued on Page 3 
When it comes to royal flushes, 
Union restroom is fit for a queen 
Hotel ba."DOOSS Leona Helmsley would 
be at home in the women's bathroom 
next to the Lenhart Grand Ballroom on 
the second floor of the University Union. 
No offense to Helmsley, but the bathroom 
has the key element she seems to like: 
grandeur. 
Why all the fuss about a bathroom? Be-
cause this is not your run-of-the-mill wa-
terdoset and certainly not the kind 
normaDy found in a campus' student 
union building. It's worth stopping by the 
union sometime just to take a peek-
sorry guys, this invitation is for women 
only. 
probably gasp slightly upon walking 
through the door where they immedi-
ately enter the lounge area The lounge 
itseH is about four times the size of 
most individual offices on campus and 
a mirrored wall makes it look even 
larger. 
-
The bathroom recently was risted in an 
article entitled "Posh potties· in the 
Toledo Blade which recognized some of 
the more elegant restrooms to be found in 
Toledo and the surrounding area Under 
a rating system of one to five sinks (five 
being the highest rating). the University 
Union women's bathroom receried four 
sinks. It received high praise for its 
spacious lounge room, floor-to-ceirmg 
minors and stalls which are "'always work-
ing and amply papered.. 
Now-aging tables. chairs and 
couches are arranged informaDy 
throughout the room. and OYer-sized 
lampS bathe it in a rJ!:Ni that brightens 
the aqua-colored walls. So quiet and 
comfortable is it that it has become a 
popular study spot for women students 
between dasses ·1 come here to study 
a couple afternoons a week.· one 
student said.. •tt's quiet, you can always 
find a seat and few people know a.bout 
it." 
! . 
The lounge in the 
second floor restroom 
of the University Union 
(above) is a popular 
place to stl.dy. At left is 
how it looked in 1958 
at the LhOn~ grand 
openiig. First time visilors t> the r&Stl 00111 
Four bathroom stalls with two sinks 
are located through a doorway on the 
east side of the lounge and next to it is 
an area with a long counter and more 
mirrors. 
H something a.bout the room is remiri-
scent of the 1950s it is becat 1$8 it has 
ContinuBd on Page 3 
Commentary 
Editol, the Monitor. 
The University rurrently is in crisis. Tension and stress continue as problems 
threaten our community's form of life. On one hand, we risk compounding damage 
already done. On the other hand, we can arouse commitment to address real (vs. 
imagined) problems and renew our sense of common purpose while deepening 
institutional and self-understancing and strengthening academic community. 
We must promote cooperation, not sustain confrontation; restore mutual respect. 
trust and confidence, not repeat acaisations, prompt defensiveness and harbor 
suspicion; find common ground upon which to stand and WOfk together i~ ad- . 
dressing real issues, not foster division and alienation; and look f~. ~· 
ing our strengths in order to build upon them, not look backward, indulging in 
recrimination and obessing on shortcomings. I invite the Bowling Green academic 
oommunity, faculty and adminisbation alike, to join me in thusly choosing to seek 
a positive, constructive path through crisis. 
Ours is a university community. The very idea of a university encompasses the 
idea of promoting and sustaining unity in diversity. Whatever unity can be won in 
our community is fragile and precious. We are united in common purpose as we 
promote higher learning, protect and nurture scholarly values, pursue and 
disseminate knowledge and cultivate wisdom, including the wisdom of recognizing 
our own limitations. On one hand, the unity in diversity of this university is its 
strength, as the community embraces proponents of diverse~· 
missions and objectives, disciplines and methodologies, and perspectives and 
ideas who have diverse and overlapping responsibilities. On the other hand, with 
such diversity comes greater vulnerability to institutional disintegration and harm 
to constituents as diversity threatens to become division. Adversarial thinking must 
be replaced with respect for the integrity of incfrvicluals, their arverse interests and 
pursuits and the diverse roles they play and a willingness to agree to disagree 
when our preferences do not prevail. 
Academic freedom and freedom of expression are two of the principal necessary 
means to sustaining the viability of our university community. Those who benefit 
by living within the safe haven provided by protection of these freedoms have a 
shared responsibility, in exercising them, to be sensitive to and respectful of the 
fragility of the unity of the community. Insistence on the acceptance of this respon-
sibility is not a violation of the principle of free expression. Rather, it maintains the 
context within which the freedom can be meaningfully exercised. 
I befieve we should a) review the very idea of "shared governance; reaffirming 
the scope and character of the senate's share as defined in the charter; b) 
consider new procedures for electing senate officers (possibly making it a 
campus·wide election; c) address issues on the senate floor only when a docu-
mentable basis for serious deliberation has been provided; cf) place issues of 
University staff on the front burner; e) lower expectations that all problem$ can be 
finally resolved before this year's end. Calm and patience should be the order of 
the day. Restoration of confidence in leadership and in orderly governance 
processes are reasonable targets. 
Whether I am elected or not I will do all I can to promote the values of which I 
have written here, and I call upon my colleagues to do the same. 
Dr. Thomas Attig, 
Philosophy 
Candidate for Faculty Senate chair 
E<frtor, the Monitor. 
Because of the peculiar cirannstances sunouncfing the ament senate election, I 
do not think a "platform statement" or "position paper" is in order for candidates for 
senate chair, but I do think that whoever is elected to that office should have at 
least some of the following objectives in mind. The first, and perhaps most 
important, would be to depolarize the faculty with respect to the issues being 
considered. Polarization leads to an unhealthy atmosphere in which events that 
are actually "shades of grey- must be viewed as either black or white. This has 
already occurred as witnessed by the "petition, memo, and letter-to-tfle.e<fitor 
wars· that have surfaced in recent weeks. 
Another important objective should be to scrutinize the situation faced by part-
time and temporary fuD-time faculty. While it is impossi>le to do anything substan-
tive in three months, at least a plan should be in place by the end of the semester 
for improving their situation. 
A third objective is to restore some measure of confidence in, and if necessary 
improve, the system of governance we have evolved over the last three decades. 
In my opinon this will require greater facuhy access to the Board of Trustees as 
weU as a rational diSCI JSSion of the events that led to the resignation of the senate 
officers and to their no confidence motion. 
A fourth objective is to complete the regular business of the senate before the 
semester ends. Among the items on the agenda that I consider crucial is the 
establishment of a day care center. Establishing a subsidized day care center 
would give a message to the wor1d that we really do encourage women and mi-
norities to teach and attend Bowling Green State University and do not just pay rip 
service to the concept of equal opportunity. 
A fifth objective would be to take out of hiding "hidden agendas.· There are too 
many of these floating about They range from legitimate arfferences in opinion as 
to what the mission of the University is and what it should be in the immecfiate 
future to fairly naked self interest. For example, the "research vs. teaching" debate 
and the "graduate vs. undergraduate" debate ought to be all in the open and if one 
side sees its position fall out of favor, it should not automatically assume the 
University is corrupt or will close. 
Anally, beca• ise of the rapidly changing demographics, our University must 
l:v:!<jn to construct mechanisms for changing and reacting to unforeseen events 
much quicker than it did in the past 
Dr. David Newman, 
Chemistry 
Candidate for Faculty Senate chair 
Supercomputer workshops held 
The University will host the Ohio 
Supercomputer regional workshops 
Tuesday (March 6) and March 19-21. 
Sessions include "Overview of the Ohio 
Supercomputer Center; 2-5 p.m. Tues-
day; "Introduction to UNICOS; March 19; 
"Cray Job Submittal; March 20; and • 
"Cray Fortran,· March 21. Seminars on 
March 19-21 are from 9 am. -4 p.m. 
Reservations for the seminars can be 
made by contacting Computer Services at 
372-2102. For further information, contact 
Bob Fyfe, local site consultant for Ohio 
State University, 372-2103. 
State Rep. Sweeney will visit 
campus to discuss funding needs 
State Rep. Patrick Sweeney (0.Cleve-
land) wiD be on campus Thursday and 
Friday (March 8-9) in an effort to become 
better acquainted with the funding needs 
of some of the state's universities. 
Sweeney is chairman of the House 
Finance and Appropriations Convnittee 
which has an important voice in detennin-
ing the final outcome of state budgets. 
Dr. Philip Mason, executive assistant to 
the president, said Sweeney wiD be 
meeting with President Olscamp and 
some facuhy, administrators and students 
during his visit. 
One of the items that will be disa issed 
is the need for additional funding of an 
undergraduate classroom facifrty already 
approved by the Ohio Board of Regents. 
University officials would like to add 
another $2 million to the appropriated 
amount so the building can be con-
structed as planned. 
Members of Campus Demoaats and 
Undergraduate Student Government who 
are assisting in planning the visit wiU be 
hosting a reception in Sweeney's honor 
Thursday (March 8) evening. 
Sweeney, who has been in the House of 
Representatives since 1966, is also a 
member of the House Health and Retire-
ment Committee. He is also a member of 
the State Controlling Board, Legislative 
Service Commission, The Ohio Arts 
Council and the Legislative Budget 
Committee. 
Holmes receives advertising award 
Dr. John Holmes, marketing, has 
received the Advertising Club of Toledo's 
1989 Silver Medal Award, the most 
prestigious honor that can be given to a 
member of the advertising profession in 
northwest Ohio. 
Holmes was presented the award 
recently during the ACrs annual awards 
banquet He was cited for his "outstan<fing 
contributions to furthering the industry's 
standards of aeative excellence, as well 
as aisplaying leadership in the areas of 
social and civic concerns.· 
A faculty member at Bowling Green 
since 1965, Holmes is a past president of 
both the Advertising Club of Toledo and 
the northwest Ohio chapter of the 
American Marketing Association. 
In addition to his teaching duties, he is 
the adviser to the studerrt Advertising 
Club and is a past adviser to the Market-
ing Club and has coordinated the market-
ing student internship program. 
During his career at Bowling Green, 
Holmes has had a fellowship with J. 
Walter Thompson Co., a Chicago-based 
advertising agency and has been an 
American Academy of Advertising visiting 
professor in New York and a visiting 
fellow in Australia. In 1968 he received a 
Fulbright lectureship to teach in Anland. 
New textbook helps freshmen 
develop a writing awareness 
When people sit down to pencil and 
paper, seldom are they aware of the 
many processes involved in writing. But a 
new textbook co-authored by Dr. Richard 
Gebhardt, Engflsh, encourages college 
freshmen to develop an atAareness of 
themselves as writers. 
Wrmng: Proc-
esses and 
Intentions is a 
book about 
writing and how a 
student can WOfk 
at writing effec-
tively. It offers a 
way of thinking 
about a person's 
intentions as a 
writer that can 
help with compo- Richard Gebhardt 
sition. 
The textbook is built around two central 
concepts: the "processes" of writing and 
the "intentions" that guide a writer at 
various points in a writing precess. 
The processas of writing are mental, 
such as memory, logic. intuition, emotion, 
conscious and subconscious reactions, as 
wen as physical, for example movement 
of the hands, use of eyes, and awareness 
of sub-vocalized sound. These processes 
are dynamic, interconnected, recursive 
and non-sequential, according to the 
book. 
The intentions a person has while 
writing influence how that person writes, 
and these intentions vary at different 
points in the project. 
By stressing these two areas of compo-
sition, the book helps students to under-
stand the complexity of writing. 
"Many books oversimplify writing and 
make students think there is a neat 
formula for it But this book explains that it 
is a complex, contradictory, messy 
process; Gebhardt said. 
·1 was not happy with the texts to 
choose from for students. It came to the 
point I was photocopying and developing 
extra material for use in the classroom,· 
he explained on why he decided to write 
his own textbook. 
The bOok was based on theoretical ar-
ticles by Gebhardt as wen as other studies 
on the complexity of writing. 
Gebhardt also had previously developed 
a two-sided chart about the processes 
and stages in writing for a classroom 
activity that WOfked so well he included it 
in an article and later in his book. 
Wrmng: Processes and Intentions is a 
alSlinctive writing textbook because it is 
both flexible and adaptable. It contains 
two widely used approaches in writing: 
computer operations and collaborative 
writing. "The book stands on its own 
without these approaches, but it is even a 
stronger textbook because they are both 
included; Gebhardt said. 
Each chapter contains one or more Idea 
Ales which provid9 tips and information 
for computer writing. These files are 
valuable for students who use a word 
processor. 
Co-author Dawn Rodrigues from 
Colorado State University strengthened 
the computer side of the book, Gebhardt 
said. She is an expert on computer 
applications in writing. 
Also at the end of each chapter is a 
TearnWOfk Writing section to help 
students work collaboratively on their writ-
ing. By WOfking together, students are 
able to give and receive the cooperation 
and information needed to understand · 
writing behaviors. 
Teachers can adapt the textbook to fit 
specific course requirements and instruc-
tional priorities. The book also allows for a 
variety of teaching styles. 
Students can use the book as a guide-
book for writing. For example, an instruc-
tor might choose not to use computers in 
the class. But if students know how to use 
a computer, they can Sbll use this 
approach on their own. "Students can use 
approaches that fit their needs; he said. 
Wrmng: Processes and Intentions is 
written for a college level writing course. 
But the pubflsher, D.C. Heath, also lists 
the textbook under the secondary level 
section for advanced students. "This 
would be an added benefit if it works in 
secondary level dasses; Gebhardt said. 
Gebhardt became chair of the English 
department last year and is teaching an 
English class this semester about the 
process of writing. "My main current event 
though is finciing out more about the 
English department,. he said. 
He is the editor of the CoDege Composi-
tion and Communication journal. It is the 
oldest scholarly journal with the largest 
readership in the field of rhetoric and com-
position. 
Also, Gebhardt has made numerous 
presentations and published articles on 
composition, rhetoric, rrterature, academic 
issues and literacy issues. - Beth 
Watson 
Center able to offer color copying services 
The Center for Photochemical Sciences 
recently has purchased a Seiko Mead 
Cycolor 3000 color copier which prodl ices 
copies of color prints, color copies from 
slides and color tranparencies from any 
media. 
Individuals and departments wiU be able 
to use the service at a minimal expense to 
defray the cost of supplies. 
Pat Green, administrative director of the 
center, said the copier will allow faculty 
and staff to use more color visuals in 
classroom and professional presentations. 
A color page in a journal can easily be 
made into a transparency for a class. 
Meeting or seminar presentations can be 
enhanced by distributing hard copies of 
slides or transparencies. 
Green said students and alumni from 
the center played a significant role in the 
development of the Cycolor imaging 
technology used in the copier. 
Persons interested in more information 
or a demonstration can contact Green at 
372-2033. 
Purchase retirement credit through payroll 
House BiD 58, which became effective 
Nov. 2, allows members of each State 
Retirement System (STRS, PERS and 
SERS) to purchase certain types of 
retirement aedit (military service, 
redeposits of withdrawn contributions, 
etc.) through payroll deduction. 
Forms and procedures currently are 
being developed by each retirement 
system to accommodate this recent 
legislation. 
Members of PERS can make a written 
Scott trom the front 
of the month at the Art Tatum African-
American Cultural Center in T o!edo. 
Scott said he was pleased by the state-
wide recognition of ECAP, but does not 
like to take individual credit for its suc-
cess. 
"The recognition really belongs to the 
(ethnic studies) department which has 
been the inspirational support for the 
program even before we became a part of 
the department; Scott said. ·or. Robert 
Perry (chair of the department) has been 
particularly supportive.· 
Scott also is involved in the SeH-
Expression Teen Theatre, a Toledo and 
Lima based theatre group that addresses 
social issues of concern to teenagers, 
especially from the inner city. Through 
performances, the group addresses topics 
such as drug and alcohol abuse, teen 
request to PERS to participate in the 
payroll deduction program. STRS does 
not anticipate establishing procedures for 
purchasing credit by payroll deduction 
before July 1, 1990. 
Assistance in purchasing retirement 
aedit, as well as other information 
regarding PERS and STRS retirement 
benefits, can be obtained by contacting 
the Benefits Office, 100 College Park 
Office Building, or by calling 372-2112. 
pregnancies and academic achievement 
The group, which will be performing for · 
a conference on the black family in Louis· 
Vtlle, Ky., frequently rehearses on the 
Bowling Green campus. 
As playwright-in-residence at the Uni· 
versity • Scott has written more than a 
dozen plays. Three of them, "Ride A Black 
Horse; "Karma" and "The Good Ship 
Cre<ftl" have been produced off·Broadway 
by the Negro Ensemble Company, the 
Afro-American Total Theatre and the 
Richard Allen Center for Culture and Art. 
Two of his teleplays, "Ovet and Tevo· 
and "Pieces of a Man; have been shown 
on pubric television. 
His other plays include "The Zaire 
Mark," "Time Tums Black,· •After Wor1<," 
"The Alrigator Man; -Shades" and ·1 Talk 
with the Spirits." 
V'ietnaDJ~trom~-the~tront~~~~~~.,.-~~~~~~~~~ 
political-historical-cultural context which 
lacked the essentials of nationhood,· 
Hess said. 
The Vietnamese Communist movement 
led by Ho Chi Minh represented national-
ist aspirations, Hess said, adding that "the 
Communists, or Viet Minh as they were 
known at the time, led the resistance to 
the Japanese in World War II, proc!aimed 
national independence in September 
1945, a'ld then fought a bitter eight-year 
war against the French." 
As such, Vietnam became the only 
country in the former Western colonial 
system where an indigenous Communist 
movement had captured the nationalist 
initiative, Hess said. 
"The U.S. failure can be traced in large 
part to the imbalance between the two 
Vietnamese governments. Put bluntly, the 
American-supported government had little 
chance for success; Hess said, adding, 
"The inability of leaders to demonstrate 
that U.S. security was at stake in Vietnam 
contributed to declining popular support 
for the war and to the demoralization of 
soldlers serrt to Vietnam. In the end, 
'faJfing dominoes' and 'loss of credibility' 
proved to be elusive concepts on which to 
justify a war and to sustain an army's 
momentum." 
Hess said Vietnam perhaps teaches 
"above an. the importance of using U.S. 
power and prestige to support, not to 
challenge, nationalism." 
Intervention in Panama, while controver-
sial, seems to lend U.S. support to 
Panamanian national sentiment, he said. 
U.S. support in Nicaragua and El Salva-
dor, he added, is more problematic. 
R.estrooJD.~-trom~t11e~1ront~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
been left virtually the same since the 
University Union was completed in 1958. 
The only major changes are the disap-
pearance of the circular sofa that deco-
rated the center of the room and the 
checkerboard carpet Also, a small room 
behind the mirrored wall that used to have 
cots where women could rest, now is 
Storage space for stacked chairs. 
A brochure pub6shed for the Union's 
grand opening in April 1958 calls the 
lounge a powder room and provides the 
following det=.led description of the 
faality: "This is one of the most astonish-
ingly beautiful rooms to be found any-
where. Walls are sky blue, woodwork is 
white and the floor is covered with a waD-
to-wall carpeting of a striking diamond 
pattern in tones of citrus, mocha and blue. 
The entire wall Opposite the entrance is 
cove;ed with flesh-toned mirrors, lounge 
furniture is in tones of blue ranging from 
midnight to aqua and accents in !he room 
are white. 
"Behind the mirrored south wall is a rest 
room with couches upholstered in white 
Naugahyde. At the left is a make-up 
alcove with wall mirrors, glass counter 
and brass benches upholstered in white 
Naugehyde. These mirrors reach from 
floor to ceiling, so that ladies may check 
hose and hemlines as well as make-up or 
entire ensemble and are lighted by a row 
of smaD bulls above head level and down 
each end similar to that of a theatrical 
make-up table •• 
Dave Crooks, director of the Union, said 
when the Union was built the ballroom 
was the center of the most of the campus' 
large activities. It hosted a variety of 
concerts, dances, dimers and political 
events. "The women's rt!Sb oo.n and its 
lounge was designed to be a place where 
women could go and freshen up and relax 
from the festivities,. he said. 
However, not only do times change, but 
space needs change. Crooks said some 
thought has been given to possi>ly turning 
some of the unused lounge space into 
storage. -We are desperately looking for 
space all over the Union, mostly for 
folding chairs; he said. Plans to shorten 
the lounge by about 10 feet have been 
discl ISsed, but nothing has been finarized. 
"The BFA Exhibition: Graduating Studio Majors" opened March 2 in the McFall 
Center Gallery and will be aisplayed through March 15. Gallery hours are 8 am.-5 
p.m. Monday through Friday. The exhibit includes the untitled oil painting, above, by 
Darlene McDonald. 
Faculty/Staff presentations 
Donald Enholm, interpersonal and publiC 
communication, presented a paper on "Focus 
Groups in Legal Settings" at the state speech 
convention and chaired a program on 'Kenneth 
Burl<e's Dramatism as a Methodology for 
Popular Culture" at the M"ldwesl Popular 
CulbJre Association conference. 
Patricia Arneson, iderpersonal and public 
communication, presented -Varying Philosophi-
cal Perspeclives: Theore1ic:al llJ1llic:atiol IS for 
the En1:Jiricist. Rhetorical Analyst and 
Interpretive Researdler" at the meetings of the 
Central States ConmJr*3ion Assoc ;a10"' in 
Kansas City, Mo. She also presented "The 
Concept of Lived-Space in Julia Krisleva's 
·women's Tme- at the meetings of the 
Speech Comrrunicalion Assoc'a'ion in San 
Francisco in Novem>er. 
Bruce Smith, geogiaphy, presented a paper. 
"Manufacluring in Northeast Ohio," and John 
Hiltner, geography/gerontology, presented a 
paper, 'Health Care in Northeast Ohio," at the 
joint meeting of the East lakes and Southeast 
divisions of the Association of American 
Geographers in Charleston. W. Va. on Nov. 
20. 
Joan Repp, library, presented "Job Sharing 
tor Enrichment" at the annual conference of the 
Academic library Association of Ohio Nov. 10 
in Colurmus. 
Thomas D. Anderson, geography. pre-
sen!ed a paper. "'Teaching about Nor1h 
America: Some Fresh Perspectives." at the 
annual meeting of the National Council for 
Geographic Edi w::ation Oct 14 in Hershey. Pa 
Edward Fiscus, David llajs!erek and Rich 
Wison, special education. conducted a ttvee-
part presentation at the Council for Leaming 
Disabilities. a national conference in Denver on 
Oct 26-28. FISOJS tiso rssf!d "lntl!M!fltion As-
sistance Teams,"Majsterek presented "Com-
puterized Individual Education Programs" and 
Wilson presented 'Using Criterian Reference 
Testing." 
Veronlcll Gold, Steva'I C. Russel and 
EDen Wiiiems, special edl ication, co-
presented "Use of Self~ IO lrroove 
Ouaity and Rate of Contingent Vert>al Praise," 
"Rural Special Edi 1Cation Needs" and "A 
Negleded Few? Haloclicapped and Homeless· 
at the amual convention of 1he Ohio Federa-
tion Council for Exceptional Children Nov. 16-
18 in Dayton. 
Becky Plssanos, health, physical education 
and recreation, presented "trrpications for 
Pradice and Selected Research Studies on 
Teaching Physical Edlw::ation" at the slate 
convention of the Ohio Association for Health, 
Physical Edi ICation, Reaeation and Dance 
Dec. 1 in Circil I iati. 
F. Eugene Dybdahl, perfoi 111a1 ice studies. 
was the fealured bass-baritone soloist for the 
annual production of "The Me s s. al i" Dec. 16 at 
the Peristyle of the Toledo Museum al Art 
J. CIHI GlaYislo and R. Errol Lmn, lbary. 
pi e s s 118d "Developil IQ Lilrary Personnel Re-
sources for a Pluralistic Society" at the amual 
conference of the Academic Li>rmy Associa-
tion of Ohio Nov. 10 in Columbus. 
Robert G. Berns, business edllCation, pre-
sented "Job Salisla:tio1 of Vocational 
Rt.ICation Teachers" at the Ohio Vocational 
Teacher Edi ICation Conference Nov. 21 in 
Columbus. He also presented "Publishing for 
Novices" at the American Vocational Associa-
tion Conference Dec. 2 in Orlando. Ra 
Joel Rudlnger, English/Firelands, read and 
disosssed poems from his most recent book at 
V"!l'IC8flnes University's annual Readers Book 
Fair Nov. 13·14. 
llarltyn Perlmutter, communication disor· 
ders. presented a paper c:oauthored by 
Wallace Prelz2r and Shlrtey Ostler, English. 
at the annual faD conference of the Otlio 
Teachers of English to Speakers of Other 
languages Nov. 3 in Dayton. The paper was 
entitled "A Collaborative Model: ESL and SLP 
(A Pilot Study)." On Dec. 8 she arranged on 
~ an audioteleconference seminar 
sponsored by the American Speech, Language 
and Hearing Association on "Clinical Evaluation 
of Limited English Proficiec icy Children. -
R. Susan Goldsteln, lbary, presented "The 
Women Who Opposed Suffrage: Race and 
Class as Rationale" at the annual conference of 
the North Central National Women's Studies 
Association Nov. 10 at Indiana University, 
Bloomingtol L 
Wlllam L Schurk, library, presented "Get 
Ou! Those Old Records: Gatekeeping the 
History of Rock and RoD lhrougl Print 
Materials" at the annual meemg of the Society 
of Amelican .Archivists Oct 28 in St. Louis. He 
also presented "Cigareets, Whuskey, a.'ld Wild, 
Wild Women: The Image of Smoking Tobacco 
in Popular Song Lyrics" at the annual confer· 
ence ol the Midwest Popular Culture Associa-
tion Oct 27 in East Lansing. Mich. 
Commentary 
Editol, the Monitor. 
The University rurrently is in crisis. Tension and stress continue as problems 
threaten our community's form of life. On one hand, we risk compounding damage 
already done. On the other hand, we can arouse commitment to address real (vs. 
imagined) problems and renew our sense of common purpose while deepening 
institutional and self-understancing and strengthening academic community. 
We must promote cooperation, not sustain confrontation; restore mutual respect. 
trust and confidence, not repeat acaisations, prompt defensiveness and harbor 
suspicion; find common ground upon which to stand and WOfk together i~ ad- . 
dressing real issues, not foster division and alienation; and look f~. ~· 
ing our strengths in order to build upon them, not look backward, indulging in 
recrimination and obessing on shortcomings. I invite the Bowling Green academic 
oommunity, faculty and adminisbation alike, to join me in thusly choosing to seek 
a positive, constructive path through crisis. 
Ours is a university community. The very idea of a university encompasses the 
idea of promoting and sustaining unity in diversity. Whatever unity can be won in 
our community is fragile and precious. We are united in common purpose as we 
promote higher learning, protect and nurture scholarly values, pursue and 
disseminate knowledge and cultivate wisdom, including the wisdom of recognizing 
our own limitations. On one hand, the unity in diversity of this university is its 
strength, as the community embraces proponents of diverse~· 
missions and objectives, disciplines and methodologies, and perspectives and 
ideas who have diverse and overlapping responsibilities. On the other hand, with 
such diversity comes greater vulnerability to institutional disintegration and harm 
to constituents as diversity threatens to become division. Adversarial thinking must 
be replaced with respect for the integrity of incfrvicluals, their arverse interests and 
pursuits and the diverse roles they play and a willingness to agree to disagree 
when our preferences do not prevail. 
Academic freedom and freedom of expression are two of the principal necessary 
means to sustaining the viability of our university community. Those who benefit 
by living within the safe haven provided by protection of these freedoms have a 
shared responsibility, in exercising them, to be sensitive to and respectful of the 
fragility of the unity of the community. Insistence on the acceptance of this respon-
sibility is not a violation of the principle of free expression. Rather, it maintains the 
context within which the freedom can be meaningfully exercised. 
I befieve we should a) review the very idea of "shared governance; reaffirming 
the scope and character of the senate's share as defined in the charter; b) 
consider new procedures for electing senate officers (possibly making it a 
campus·wide election; c) address issues on the senate floor only when a docu-
mentable basis for serious deliberation has been provided; cf) place issues of 
University staff on the front burner; e) lower expectations that all problem$ can be 
finally resolved before this year's end. Calm and patience should be the order of 
the day. Restoration of confidence in leadership and in orderly governance 
processes are reasonable targets. 
Whether I am elected or not I will do all I can to promote the values of which I 
have written here, and I call upon my colleagues to do the same. 
Dr. Thomas Attig, 
Philosophy 
Candidate for Faculty Senate chair 
E<frtor, the Monitor. 
Because of the peculiar cirannstances sunouncfing the ament senate election, I 
do not think a "platform statement" or "position paper" is in order for candidates for 
senate chair, but I do think that whoever is elected to that office should have at 
least some of the following objectives in mind. The first, and perhaps most 
important, would be to depolarize the faculty with respect to the issues being 
considered. Polarization leads to an unhealthy atmosphere in which events that 
are actually "shades of grey- must be viewed as either black or white. This has 
already occurred as witnessed by the "petition, memo, and letter-to-tfle.e<fitor 
wars· that have surfaced in recent weeks. 
Another important objective should be to scrutinize the situation faced by part-
time and temporary fuD-time faculty. While it is impossi>le to do anything substan-
tive in three months, at least a plan should be in place by the end of the semester 
for improving their situation. 
A third objective is to restore some measure of confidence in, and if necessary 
improve, the system of governance we have evolved over the last three decades. 
In my opinon this will require greater facuhy access to the Board of Trustees as 
weU as a rational diSCI JSSion of the events that led to the resignation of the senate 
officers and to their no confidence motion. 
A fourth objective is to complete the regular business of the senate before the 
semester ends. Among the items on the agenda that I consider crucial is the 
establishment of a day care center. Establishing a subsidized day care center 
would give a message to the wor1d that we really do encourage women and mi-
norities to teach and attend Bowling Green State University and do not just pay rip 
service to the concept of equal opportunity. 
A fifth objective would be to take out of hiding "hidden agendas.· There are too 
many of these floating about They range from legitimate arfferences in opinion as 
to what the mission of the University is and what it should be in the immecfiate 
future to fairly naked self interest. For example, the "research vs. teaching" debate 
and the "graduate vs. undergraduate" debate ought to be all in the open and if one 
side sees its position fall out of favor, it should not automatically assume the 
University is corrupt or will close. 
Anally, beca• ise of the rapidly changing demographics, our University must 
l:v:!<jn to construct mechanisms for changing and reacting to unforeseen events 
much quicker than it did in the past 
Dr. David Newman, 
Chemistry 
Candidate for Faculty Senate chair 
Supercomputer workshops held 
The University will host the Ohio 
Supercomputer regional workshops 
Tuesday (March 6) and March 19-21. 
Sessions include "Overview of the Ohio 
Supercomputer Center; 2-5 p.m. Tues-
day; "Introduction to UNICOS; March 19; 
"Cray Job Submittal; March 20; and • 
"Cray Fortran,· March 21. Seminars on 
March 19-21 are from 9 am. -4 p.m. 
Reservations for the seminars can be 
made by contacting Computer Services at 
372-2102. For further information, contact 
Bob Fyfe, local site consultant for Ohio 
State University, 372-2103. 
State Rep. Sweeney will visit 
campus to discuss funding needs 
State Rep. Patrick Sweeney (0.Cleve-
land) wiD be on campus Thursday and 
Friday (March 8-9) in an effort to become 
better acquainted with the funding needs 
of some of the state's universities. 
Sweeney is chairman of the House 
Finance and Appropriations Convnittee 
which has an important voice in detennin-
ing the final outcome of state budgets. 
Dr. Philip Mason, executive assistant to 
the president, said Sweeney wiD be 
meeting with President Olscamp and 
some facuhy, administrators and students 
during his visit. 
One of the items that will be disa issed 
is the need for additional funding of an 
undergraduate classroom facifrty already 
approved by the Ohio Board of Regents. 
University officials would like to add 
another $2 million to the appropriated 
amount so the building can be con-
structed as planned. 
Members of Campus Demoaats and 
Undergraduate Student Government who 
are assisting in planning the visit wiU be 
hosting a reception in Sweeney's honor 
Thursday (March 8) evening. 
Sweeney, who has been in the House of 
Representatives since 1966, is also a 
member of the House Health and Retire-
ment Committee. He is also a member of 
the State Controlling Board, Legislative 
Service Commission, The Ohio Arts 
Council and the Legislative Budget 
Committee. 
Holmes receives advertising award 
Dr. John Holmes, marketing, has 
received the Advertising Club of Toledo's 
1989 Silver Medal Award, the most 
prestigious honor that can be given to a 
member of the advertising profession in 
northwest Ohio. 
Holmes was presented the award 
recently during the ACrs annual awards 
banquet He was cited for his "outstan<fing 
contributions to furthering the industry's 
standards of aeative excellence, as well 
as aisplaying leadership in the areas of 
social and civic concerns.· 
A faculty member at Bowling Green 
since 1965, Holmes is a past president of 
both the Advertising Club of Toledo and 
the northwest Ohio chapter of the 
American Marketing Association. 
In addition to his teaching duties, he is 
the adviser to the studerrt Advertising 
Club and is a past adviser to the Market-
ing Club and has coordinated the market-
ing student internship program. 
During his career at Bowling Green, 
Holmes has had a fellowship with J. 
Walter Thompson Co., a Chicago-based 
advertising agency and has been an 
American Academy of Advertising visiting 
professor in New York and a visiting 
fellow in Australia. In 1968 he received a 
Fulbright lectureship to teach in Anland. 
New textbook helps freshmen 
develop a writing awareness 
When people sit down to pencil and 
paper, seldom are they aware of the 
many processes involved in writing. But a 
new textbook co-authored by Dr. Richard 
Gebhardt, Engflsh, encourages college 
freshmen to develop an atAareness of 
themselves as writers. 
Wrmng: Proc-
esses and 
Intentions is a 
book about 
writing and how a 
student can WOfk 
at writing effec-
tively. It offers a 
way of thinking 
about a person's 
intentions as a 
writer that can 
help with compo- Richard Gebhardt 
sition. 
The textbook is built around two central 
concepts: the "processes" of writing and 
the "intentions" that guide a writer at 
various points in a writing precess. 
The processas of writing are mental, 
such as memory, logic. intuition, emotion, 
conscious and subconscious reactions, as 
wen as physical, for example movement 
of the hands, use of eyes, and awareness 
of sub-vocalized sound. These processes 
are dynamic, interconnected, recursive 
and non-sequential, according to the 
book. 
The intentions a person has while 
writing influence how that person writes, 
and these intentions vary at different 
points in the project. 
By stressing these two areas of compo-
sition, the book helps students to under-
stand the complexity of writing. 
"Many books oversimplify writing and 
make students think there is a neat 
formula for it But this book explains that it 
is a complex, contradictory, messy 
process; Gebhardt said. 
·1 was not happy with the texts to 
choose from for students. It came to the 
point I was photocopying and developing 
extra material for use in the classroom,· 
he explained on why he decided to write 
his own textbook. 
The bOok was based on theoretical ar-
ticles by Gebhardt as wen as other studies 
on the complexity of writing. 
Gebhardt also had previously developed 
a two-sided chart about the processes 
and stages in writing for a classroom 
activity that WOfked so well he included it 
in an article and later in his book. 
Wrmng: Processes and Intentions is a 
alSlinctive writing textbook because it is 
both flexible and adaptable. It contains 
two widely used approaches in writing: 
computer operations and collaborative 
writing. "The book stands on its own 
without these approaches, but it is even a 
stronger textbook because they are both 
included; Gebhardt said. 
Each chapter contains one or more Idea 
Ales which provid9 tips and information 
for computer writing. These files are 
valuable for students who use a word 
processor. 
Co-author Dawn Rodrigues from 
Colorado State University strengthened 
the computer side of the book, Gebhardt 
said. She is an expert on computer 
applications in writing. 
Also at the end of each chapter is a 
TearnWOfk Writing section to help 
students work collaboratively on their writ-
ing. By WOfking together, students are 
able to give and receive the cooperation 
and information needed to understand · 
writing behaviors. 
Teachers can adapt the textbook to fit 
specific course requirements and instruc-
tional priorities. The book also allows for a 
variety of teaching styles. 
Students can use the book as a guide-
book for writing. For example, an instruc-
tor might choose not to use computers in 
the class. But if students know how to use 
a computer, they can Sbll use this 
approach on their own. "Students can use 
approaches that fit their needs; he said. 
Wrmng: Processes and Intentions is 
written for a college level writing course. 
But the pubflsher, D.C. Heath, also lists 
the textbook under the secondary level 
section for advanced students. "This 
would be an added benefit if it works in 
secondary level dasses; Gebhardt said. 
Gebhardt became chair of the English 
department last year and is teaching an 
English class this semester about the 
process of writing. "My main current event 
though is finciing out more about the 
English department,. he said. 
He is the editor of the CoDege Composi-
tion and Communication journal. It is the 
oldest scholarly journal with the largest 
readership in the field of rhetoric and com-
position. 
Also, Gebhardt has made numerous 
presentations and published articles on 
composition, rhetoric, rrterature, academic 
issues and literacy issues. - Beth 
Watson 
Center able to offer color copying services 
The Center for Photochemical Sciences 
recently has purchased a Seiko Mead 
Cycolor 3000 color copier which prodl ices 
copies of color prints, color copies from 
slides and color tranparencies from any 
media. 
Individuals and departments wiU be able 
to use the service at a minimal expense to 
defray the cost of supplies. 
Pat Green, administrative director of the 
center, said the copier will allow faculty 
and staff to use more color visuals in 
classroom and professional presentations. 
A color page in a journal can easily be 
made into a transparency for a class. 
Meeting or seminar presentations can be 
enhanced by distributing hard copies of 
slides or transparencies. 
Green said students and alumni from 
the center played a significant role in the 
development of the Cycolor imaging 
technology used in the copier. 
Persons interested in more information 
or a demonstration can contact Green at 
372-2033. 
Purchase retirement credit through payroll 
House BiD 58, which became effective 
Nov. 2, allows members of each State 
Retirement System (STRS, PERS and 
SERS) to purchase certain types of 
retirement aedit (military service, 
redeposits of withdrawn contributions, 
etc.) through payroll deduction. 
Forms and procedures currently are 
being developed by each retirement 
system to accommodate this recent 
legislation. 
Members of PERS can make a written 
Scott trom the front 
of the month at the Art Tatum African-
American Cultural Center in T o!edo. 
Scott said he was pleased by the state-
wide recognition of ECAP, but does not 
like to take individual credit for its suc-
cess. 
"The recognition really belongs to the 
(ethnic studies) department which has 
been the inspirational support for the 
program even before we became a part of 
the department; Scott said. ·or. Robert 
Perry (chair of the department) has been 
particularly supportive.· 
Scott also is involved in the SeH-
Expression Teen Theatre, a Toledo and 
Lima based theatre group that addresses 
social issues of concern to teenagers, 
especially from the inner city. Through 
performances, the group addresses topics 
such as drug and alcohol abuse, teen 
request to PERS to participate in the 
payroll deduction program. STRS does 
not anticipate establishing procedures for 
purchasing credit by payroll deduction 
before July 1, 1990. 
Assistance in purchasing retirement 
aedit, as well as other information 
regarding PERS and STRS retirement 
benefits, can be obtained by contacting 
the Benefits Office, 100 College Park 
Office Building, or by calling 372-2112. 
pregnancies and academic achievement 
The group, which will be performing for · 
a conference on the black family in Louis· 
Vtlle, Ky., frequently rehearses on the 
Bowling Green campus. 
As playwright-in-residence at the Uni· 
versity • Scott has written more than a 
dozen plays. Three of them, "Ride A Black 
Horse; "Karma" and "The Good Ship 
Cre<ftl" have been produced off·Broadway 
by the Negro Ensemble Company, the 
Afro-American Total Theatre and the 
Richard Allen Center for Culture and Art. 
Two of his teleplays, "Ovet and Tevo· 
and "Pieces of a Man; have been shown 
on pubric television. 
His other plays include "The Zaire 
Mark," "Time Tums Black,· •After Wor1<," 
"The Alrigator Man; -Shades" and ·1 Talk 
with the Spirits." 
V'ietnaDJ~trom~-the~tront~~~~~~.,.-~~~~~~~~~ 
political-historical-cultural context which 
lacked the essentials of nationhood,· 
Hess said. 
The Vietnamese Communist movement 
led by Ho Chi Minh represented national-
ist aspirations, Hess said, adding that "the 
Communists, or Viet Minh as they were 
known at the time, led the resistance to 
the Japanese in World War II, proc!aimed 
national independence in September 
1945, a'ld then fought a bitter eight-year 
war against the French." 
As such, Vietnam became the only 
country in the former Western colonial 
system where an indigenous Communist 
movement had captured the nationalist 
initiative, Hess said. 
"The U.S. failure can be traced in large 
part to the imbalance between the two 
Vietnamese governments. Put bluntly, the 
American-supported government had little 
chance for success; Hess said, adding, 
"The inability of leaders to demonstrate 
that U.S. security was at stake in Vietnam 
contributed to declining popular support 
for the war and to the demoralization of 
soldlers serrt to Vietnam. In the end, 
'faJfing dominoes' and 'loss of credibility' 
proved to be elusive concepts on which to 
justify a war and to sustain an army's 
momentum." 
Hess said Vietnam perhaps teaches 
"above an. the importance of using U.S. 
power and prestige to support, not to 
challenge, nationalism." 
Intervention in Panama, while controver-
sial, seems to lend U.S. support to 
Panamanian national sentiment, he said. 
U.S. support in Nicaragua and El Salva-
dor, he added, is more problematic. 
R.estrooJD.~-trom~t11e~1ront~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
been left virtually the same since the 
University Union was completed in 1958. 
The only major changes are the disap-
pearance of the circular sofa that deco-
rated the center of the room and the 
checkerboard carpet Also, a small room 
behind the mirrored wall that used to have 
cots where women could rest, now is 
Storage space for stacked chairs. 
A brochure pub6shed for the Union's 
grand opening in April 1958 calls the 
lounge a powder room and provides the 
following det=.led description of the 
faality: "This is one of the most astonish-
ingly beautiful rooms to be found any-
where. Walls are sky blue, woodwork is 
white and the floor is covered with a waD-
to-wall carpeting of a striking diamond 
pattern in tones of citrus, mocha and blue. 
The entire wall Opposite the entrance is 
cove;ed with flesh-toned mirrors, lounge 
furniture is in tones of blue ranging from 
midnight to aqua and accents in !he room 
are white. 
"Behind the mirrored south wall is a rest 
room with couches upholstered in white 
Naugahyde. At the left is a make-up 
alcove with wall mirrors, glass counter 
and brass benches upholstered in white 
Naugehyde. These mirrors reach from 
floor to ceiling, so that ladies may check 
hose and hemlines as well as make-up or 
entire ensemble and are lighted by a row 
of smaD bulls above head level and down 
each end similar to that of a theatrical 
make-up table •• 
Dave Crooks, director of the Union, said 
when the Union was built the ballroom 
was the center of the most of the campus' 
large activities. It hosted a variety of 
concerts, dances, dimers and political 
events. "The women's rt!Sb oo.n and its 
lounge was designed to be a place where 
women could go and freshen up and relax 
from the festivities,. he said. 
However, not only do times change, but 
space needs change. Crooks said some 
thought has been given to possi>ly turning 
some of the unused lounge space into 
storage. -We are desperately looking for 
space all over the Union, mostly for 
folding chairs; he said. Plans to shorten 
the lounge by about 10 feet have been 
discl ISsed, but nothing has been finarized. 
"The BFA Exhibition: Graduating Studio Majors" opened March 2 in the McFall 
Center Gallery and will be aisplayed through March 15. Gallery hours are 8 am.-5 
p.m. Monday through Friday. The exhibit includes the untitled oil painting, above, by 
Darlene McDonald. 
Faculty/Staff presentations 
Donald Enholm, interpersonal and publiC 
communication, presented a paper on "Focus 
Groups in Legal Settings" at the state speech 
convention and chaired a program on 'Kenneth 
Burl<e's Dramatism as a Methodology for 
Popular Culture" at the M"ldwesl Popular 
CulbJre Association conference. 
Patricia Arneson, iderpersonal and public 
communication, presented -Varying Philosophi-
cal Perspeclives: Theore1ic:al llJ1llic:atiol IS for 
the En1:Jiricist. Rhetorical Analyst and 
Interpretive Researdler" at the meetings of the 
Central States ConmJr*3ion Assoc ;a10"' in 
Kansas City, Mo. She also presented "The 
Concept of Lived-Space in Julia Krisleva's 
·women's Tme- at the meetings of the 
Speech Comrrunicalion Assoc'a'ion in San 
Francisco in Novem>er. 
Bruce Smith, geogiaphy, presented a paper. 
"Manufacluring in Northeast Ohio," and John 
Hiltner, geography/gerontology, presented a 
paper, 'Health Care in Northeast Ohio," at the 
joint meeting of the East lakes and Southeast 
divisions of the Association of American 
Geographers in Charleston. W. Va. on Nov. 
20. 
Joan Repp, library, presented "Job Sharing 
tor Enrichment" at the annual conference of the 
Academic library Association of Ohio Nov. 10 
in Colurmus. 
Thomas D. Anderson, geography. pre-
sen!ed a paper. "'Teaching about Nor1h 
America: Some Fresh Perspectives." at the 
annual meeting of the National Council for 
Geographic Edi w::ation Oct 14 in Hershey. Pa 
Edward Fiscus, David llajs!erek and Rich 
Wison, special education. conducted a ttvee-
part presentation at the Council for Leaming 
Disabilities. a national conference in Denver on 
Oct 26-28. FISOJS tiso rssf!d "lntl!M!fltion As-
sistance Teams,"Majsterek presented "Com-
puterized Individual Education Programs" and 
Wilson presented 'Using Criterian Reference 
Testing." 
Veronlcll Gold, Steva'I C. Russel and 
EDen Wiiiems, special edl ication, co-
presented "Use of Self~ IO lrroove 
Ouaity and Rate of Contingent Vert>al Praise," 
"Rural Special Edi 1Cation Needs" and "A 
Negleded Few? Haloclicapped and Homeless· 
at the amual convention of 1he Ohio Federa-
tion Council for Exceptional Children Nov. 16-
18 in Dayton. 
Becky Plssanos, health, physical education 
and recreation, presented "trrpications for 
Pradice and Selected Research Studies on 
Teaching Physical Edlw::ation" at the slate 
convention of the Ohio Association for Health, 
Physical Edi ICation, Reaeation and Dance 
Dec. 1 in Circil I iati. 
F. Eugene Dybdahl, perfoi 111a1 ice studies. 
was the fealured bass-baritone soloist for the 
annual production of "The Me s s. al i" Dec. 16 at 
the Peristyle of the Toledo Museum al Art 
J. CIHI GlaYislo and R. Errol Lmn, lbary. 
pi e s s 118d "Developil IQ Lilrary Personnel Re-
sources for a Pluralistic Society" at the amual 
conference of the Academic Li>rmy Associa-
tion of Ohio Nov. 10 in Columbus. 
Robert G. Berns, business edllCation, pre-
sented "Job Salisla:tio1 of Vocational 
Rt.ICation Teachers" at the Ohio Vocational 
Teacher Edi ICation Conference Nov. 21 in 
Columbus. He also presented "Publishing for 
Novices" at the American Vocational Associa-
tion Conference Dec. 2 in Orlando. Ra 
Joel Rudlnger, English/Firelands, read and 
disosssed poems from his most recent book at 
V"!l'IC8flnes University's annual Readers Book 
Fair Nov. 13·14. 
llarltyn Perlmutter, communication disor· 
ders. presented a paper c:oauthored by 
Wallace Prelz2r and Shlrtey Ostler, English. 
at the annual faD conference of the Otlio 
Teachers of English to Speakers of Other 
languages Nov. 3 in Dayton. The paper was 
entitled "A Collaborative Model: ESL and SLP 
(A Pilot Study)." On Dec. 8 she arranged on 
~ an audioteleconference seminar 
sponsored by the American Speech, Language 
and Hearing Association on "Clinical Evaluation 
of Limited English Proficiec icy Children. -
R. Susan Goldsteln, lbary, presented "The 
Women Who Opposed Suffrage: Race and 
Class as Rationale" at the annual conference of 
the North Central National Women's Studies 
Association Nov. 10 at Indiana University, 
Bloomingtol L 
Wlllam L Schurk, library, presented "Get 
Ou! Those Old Records: Gatekeeping the 
History of Rock and RoD lhrougl Print 
Materials" at the annual meemg of the Society 
of Amelican .Archivists Oct 28 in St. Louis. He 
also presented "Cigareets, Whuskey, a.'ld Wild, 
Wild Women: The Image of Smoking Tobacco 
in Popular Song Lyrics" at the annual confer· 
ence ol the Midwest Popular Culture Associa-
tion Oct 27 in East Lansing. Mich. 
. > .• 
Retirement planning seminar given March 8 
A seminar on retirement planning, which 
wiU focus on three distinct perspectives, 
wiU be held Thursday ( March 8) in the 
Ohio Suite of the University Union. 
Frank 0. Jacobs. an attorney and 
certified public accountant from Eastman 
and Smith of Toledo, will speak from 1-2 
p.m. on the legal and tax aspects of wills, 
trusts and estate planning. 
From 2:15-3:30 p.m., Ann Boniface of 
the State Teachers Retirement System, 
wil discuss how to project ret:rement 
benefits and the types of medical cover-
age included in recent STAS changes. 
'Die Fledermaus' to be 
presented March 9, 10 
The University's Opera Theatre will 
present "Die Fledermaus" by Johann 
Strauss Jr. on Friday and Saturday 
(March 9 and 10). 
A rively story in song about love, 
deception and good-natured revenge, the 
opera will be staged at 8 both nights in 
Kobacker Hall of the Moore Musical Arts 
Center on campus. 
Bowling Green's production will be sung 
in English under the direction of F. 
Eugene Oybdahl. 
Tickets for the opera are priced at $9, 
$7 and $5 for.adults and $7, $5 and $3 for 
students and senior citizens. For ticket 
reservations, call 3n-8171. MasterCard 
and VISA are accepted. 
Any remaining tickets will be sold at the 
door on performance nights. 
Obituaries 
Harry Gyma1:1 
Dr. Harry Gyman, 63, sociology, died 
Feb.23. 
Gyman joined the University faculty in 
1967. Prior to coming to Bowling Green, 
he taught at State University of New York 
at Binghamton and the University of 
Minnesota 
His area of research was in small group 
dynamics. He frequently presented 
papers and published several widely 
recognized stucfies on the social psychol-
ogy of interpersonal exchange. 
Gyman was co-director of the Univer-
sity's Small Grqups Laboratory, which he 
helped establish with a National Science 
Foundation grant. In addition, he was a 
member of the North Central Sociological 
Association and the American Sociologi-
cal Association. 
He was a graduate of Temple University 
and earned his doctoral degree from 
Was.'lington Unive:sity. 
He was a fellow of the U.S. Steel 
Foundation from 1962-64 and had served 
in the U.S. Army from 1945-46. 
Memorials may be made to the Ameri-





New Positions (Open ID BGSU stiff only} 
Posting ExpiJation Date: noon, Friday, March 
9. r i ldicales that an internal cal Kidate is bid-
ding and being cousidei ed for the position.) 
3-9-1 • Clerical Speda!lst 
PayRange25 
Graduate admissions 
The program will conclude with a 
presentation from 3:30-4:30 p.m. by Lee 
Arent of Teachers Insurance and Annuity 
Association-College Retirement Equities 
Fund, who will diso iss the impact of 
Teachers Insurance and Annuity Associa· 
tion-College Retirement Equities Fund 
(TIAA-CREF) changes. 
The free seminar is being sponsored by 
the Office of Development and Alumni Af-
fairs and the Faculty WeHare Committee. 
Reservations are requested. 
Shop's hours change 
During spring break, the Little Shop in 
the University Union wiU be open 8:30 
am. -2:30 p.m. and closed 1-1 :30 p.m. 
daily from March 19-23. 
Bookstore to close 
The University Bookstore wiD be closed 
for spring break and annual inventory 
March 17-24. It will reopen at 8 am. on 
March26. 
Run for CSC office 
Classified Staff Council will be seeking 
to fill seven seats this spring with people 
interested in ser.ing as representatives of 
classified staff. Successful cancfidates will 
serve three-year terms. 
Interested persons should send self-
nominations to CSC, P .0. Box 91, 
University Hall by March 26. Elections will 
be held May 3. 
Harold W. Miller 
Harold W. Miller, 67, a former mainte-
nance supervisor at the University, died 
Feb. 24 at Heritage Manor in Findlay. 
Miller worked for the University for 27 
years and retired in 1987. 
He also was a member of the Hoytville 
United Metho<fist Church. 
Memorials may be made to the donor's 
choice. . 
Harmon Voskuil 
Harmon Voskuil, 92, professor emeritus 
of economics, died Feb. 8 in Sheboygan, 
WI. 
Voskuil joined the University in 1946 
and retired 22 years later in 1986. He 
previously had taught at Northwestern 
Military Academy, Lake Geneva, WI. 
Following his retirement, he was a visiting 
professor at Otterbein College. 
He was dedicated to the advancement 
of economics, the fine arts and University 
residence Dfe during his career at Bowling 
Green. He served on numerous depart-
ment and college committees including 
the College of Business Administration 
Executive Committee, the University 
Senate, Council on Student Affairs, Artists 
Series and the Trustees' Committee on 
Facutty Personnel and on Student 
Relations. 
He was a graduate of Wisconsin 
Memorial Academy and Hope College, 
Holland, M"lch. 
Voskuil was a member of the American 
Association of University Professors, and 
an adviser to the Delta Upsilon fraternity. 
In addition, he was a volunteer worker at 
the Wood County Hospital and a member 
of the Kiwanis Club. He also was a mem-
ber of Hope Reformed Churt:h in She-
boygan. 
A memorial fund has been established 
in Voskuil's name. 
Faculty I Staff positions 
. ; . .. -
The following faculty positions are available: 
College Student Personnel: Assistantlassoc:iate professor. Contact Camey Strange (2-7382). 
Deadline: March 1 o or unti filled. 
Firelands College: Assistant librarian/ins1ruor/assistant professor (temporary, fuU-time). 
Contacl the Office of the Dean (433-5560). Deadline: March 16. 
Romance Languages: Instructor of French (lefTl>Ora!Y, full-time}. Also, instrudor of Latin 
(temporary, full-time). Contact Diane Pretter (2-2667). Deadline: Saeening will begin March 1 afld 
continue until appointment is made. . 
School of HPER: lnstnJCtQ( of recreation and leisure. recreation and dance division (lefTl>Ora!Y, 
fuD·time, five years). Contact Patricia Peterson (2-7234). Also, assistant professor of sport 
management. Contact Delores Black (2-7234). Deadlines ror both positions: Man:h 15. 
Sdel ice Llbnry: Science reference librarian/assistant professor. Contact Christ Miko (2-2591 ). 
Deadline: March 20. 
Specl9I Fdlaaton: Assistant prof8SS01' al rehabilitatio11 counseling (anticipalad). Contact 
Edward D. Fiscus (2·7293). Deaclina: March 26. 
, .. ·. 
Jack Thomas. a graduate assistant in applied human ecology, explains a research 
project on nutrition education and physical activity he worl<ed on to Eddie Parish, 
applied human ecology. at the Third Annual Poster Session held Feb. 27 in the Uni-
versity Union. Twenty-five posters depicting the research activities of 34 faculty 
members were cftSplayed and exhibitors were available to answer questions . 
Date book 
Monday, March 5 
central America Education Awareness 
Week, sponsored by the University Peace 
Coalition, March 5-1 o, Education Building. 
Tuesday, March 6 
Faculty Senate Meeting, 2:30 p.m., 
Assentiy Room, McFaD Center. 
Trombone Choir Performance, 8 p.m., 
Bryan Reci1al HaD, Moore Musical Arts Center. 
l...eclure, "Who Is The Enemy In Central 
America?" by Rev. Herb Weber, St Thomas 
More Church, 121 West Hall. 
Wednesday, March 7 
Shorts Festival '90: A BUI of One Acts, the 
theatre departments annual one-act play 
festival, continues through March 11. 
Open Reading, "Writing By, About. or For 
women; led by story writer Jane Pirto, noon, 
and 7 p.m., Firelands Room 115, Firelands 
College. 
Anance Faculty Seminar, "Demonstration 
of Networking and Communication Softwares.· 
by Mark Asman, AMIS, 1 p.m., 4000 Business 
Administration. 
People For Racial Justice Meeting, 1 p.m., 
Taft Room, Union. 
Undergraduate Council lleetlng, 1 :30-3 
p.m., Alumni room, Union. 
Falcon Club lllembershlp Reception, aD 
FalaJn members are welcome to honor the 
members who have~ BGSU athletics 
this year, as wel as in the previous 25 years, 5-
8 p.m., Holley ledge, 1630 E. Wooster Street 
Rim, "Fragile Harvest," 7:30 p.m., 1007 
Business Adi I ii G aliOrt building. 
n-tre One-Act Plays, the first bill of 
plays, 8 p.m., Joe E. Brown Thea1re. 
Concert, with sopra110 Ann Corrigan, and 
pianistlharpsic Vincent Corrigan, 8 p.m., 
Bryan Recital Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center. 
Sp ealier, "Envircnmental Concerns On 
Central America; 8:30 p.m., 309 Moseley. 
Thursday, March 8 
Rally on Central America, by Paul Baker, 
Los Angeles protector of B Salvadoran refu-
gees. and a representative from Toledo Area 
Coalition for Central America, 11 :30 am., 
UnionOval. 
Retbemenl Seminar, learn various ways ID 
plan for reti emenl, 1-4:30 p.m., Ohio Suite, 
University Union. Cal 372-2424 for reseiva-
tions. 
WBGU-TV Program, "Tune Out," 5:30 p.m., 
and midnight. host Lany Weiss talks with 
Coaches Larranaga, YOik and Vol about the 
Falc:ons' week in sports, Channel 27. 
Theatre One-Ad Plays, the second bill of 
plays, 8 p.m., Joe E. Brown Theatre. 
Flrelal Ids Theatre Procluctlon, "The Trojan 
Women," 8 p.m., McBride Auditorium, Firelands 
College. 
UAO Film, "Psycho," 9 p.m., 210 Math 
Science. 
Friday, March 9 
in Iceland: The women·s Alliance." noon, 207 
Sociology Library. 
Computer Seminar, "Introduction to Hyper-
card (Mac)," 1 ::30-4:30 p.m., Call 372-2102 for 
reservations. 
Regional Student Conference on Central 
America, registration until 6 p.m. at the 
Undergraduate Christian Fellowship. To be 
followed by "Debate For And Against U.S. 
Policy In Central America,· 7:30 p.m. 
Faculty Bridge, 7:30 p.m., Wood County 
Board of Mental Retardation. 545 Pearl St 
Opera Theatre Production, "Die Reder· 
maus," 8 p.m., Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical 
Arts Center. 
Flrelands Theatre Production, "The Trojan 
Women," 8 p.m., Mc8ride Auditorium, Firelands 
College. 
UAO Film, 'When Harry Met Sally," 8 and 10 
p.m., and midnight. Eva Marie Saint Theatre. 
Saturday, March 10 
Regional Student Conlerenc:e Workshop, 
"Reality is Distorted," 202 Education, or 'What 
is the Truth about Panama?' 205 Education. 11 
am. 
WBGU-TV Program, "Amish Cooking From 
Quill Country," noon, host MalCia Adams 
aeates an kincls of "Pies, Pies, Pies," Channel 
27. 
Regional Student Conference Workshop, . 
'Nicaragua." 202 Education, or "Central 
American Refugees-8 Salvador," 205 
Education, 1 :30 p.m. 
Regional Student Conference Speaker, 
'Why Should Americans be Concerned about 
U.S. Policy in Central America?" by Dr. Steven 
Wi!iams, Detroit Area Coalition for Central 
America, 115 Education, 7 pm. 
Opera n-tre, "Die Fledermaus,. 8 p.m., 
Kobacker Hall, MOOl'B Musical Arts Center. 
Flrelallds Theatre Production, "The Trojan 
women; a p.m., McBride Aucitorium, Firelands 
College 
UAO Film, 'When Harry Met Sany," 8 and 10 
p.m., and rOOnight, Eva Marie Saint Theatre. 
Dance Against Racism, 9 p.m.-1 am., 
Lenhart Grand Banroom, Union. 
Sunday, March 11 
UAO Film, "Gone With The Wind,· 1 p.m., 
Eva Marie Saint Thea1re. 
Concer1, featuring the Bowling Green Brass 
Quintet, 1 :30 p.m., Kobacker Hal, Moore 
Musical Arts Center. 
One-Ad Play Festival, bolh bills will be 
presented, 2 p.m., Joe E. Brown Thelre. 
Earty Music EltSemble, wll rj.ve a free 
concert. 3 p.rn., Bryan Recital HaR, Moore 
Musical Arts Center. 
Concert, by Rebecca Pemeys, guest pianist. 
8 p.m., Kobackef" Han, Moore Musical Arts 
Center. 
Monday, March 12 
Master Class, by Rebecca Penneys, pianist, 
9:30 am., Kobackef" HaD, Moore Musical Arts 
Center. 
l...eclure, "The Changing Role of The State 
Legislatof." by RandaB Gardner, State Repre-
sentative, 7:30 p.m., 110 Business Administra-
tion. 
Concert mnd Ut.'wrslly Bands Concert, 8 
p.m., Kobadr.er Hal, Moore Musical Arts 
Center. 




Faculty Senate elected new officers at 
its March 6 meeting, replacing the chair 
and vice chair who resigned in January. 
Dr. David Newman, chemistry, was 
elected chair and wiD serve until the May 
commencement Dr. Harold Lunde, man-
agement and who has been serving as 
interim chair, was elected vice chair. He 
will become chair of Faculty Senate for 
the 1990-91 academic year. 
Newman had previously served as 
chair of the senate in 1 gn -78. 
The new officers fill the seats vacated 
by Dr. Ann-Marie Lancaster, computer 
services, and Dr. Blaine Ritts, account-
ing and management information 
systems, who resigned a week after 
presenting a resolution calling for a no 
confidence vote in President Olscamp. 
The senate was delayed in re-electing 
officers because the Academic Charter 
did not address what to do when both 
officers vacated their offices at the same 
time. 
During meeting business, the senate 
approved a 9.5 percent salary increase 
for continuing faculty for the next aca-
demic year .. 
Dr. Genevieve Stange, chair of the 
Faculty Welfare Committee who 
presented the recommendation, said the 
proposal is a continuation of a three-year 
plan. The plan, approved by the senate 
two years ago, calls for at least a 9.5 
percent increase in the salary pool for 
continuing faculty in order to make 
satisfactory progress toward the goal of 
raising University faculty salaries to 
parity with the 60th percentile of all 
Category-I universities in the United 
States. 
Category-I or doctoral-level institutions 
include all universities which grant 
doctoral degrees in three or more 
doctoral-level programs. There were 181 
Category-I institutions in the U.S. in 
1988-89. 
The senate's goal also is to reach the 
third rank out of eight, state-assisted 
Category-I universities in Ohio by the 
academic year 1990-91. 
Stang said recent data has shown that 
faculty salaries at BGSU compared to 
other similar universities have stayed 
about the same as they were in 1988-89, 
leaving the University with a significant 
distance to go to reach the goal of the 
three-year plan. "This reinforces the 
need for at least a 9.5 percent increase 
in 199(}.91 faculty salaries at BGSU if 
the three-year plan for reaching salary 
parity with the two established goals by 
199(}.91 is to come nearer to being 
achieved," the committee said in its 
report 
However, Stang said the senate's goal 
has already been achieved in the area of 
fringe benefits. The gaps in the average 
fringe beneifts for full-time University 
faculty decreased from a high of about 
$1,500 in 1983-84 to $0 in 1989-90. This 
means that the University reached the 
goal of third-best fringe benefits and that 
BGSU's average full-time faculty fringe 
benefits have moved from the bottom of 
the eight Category-I universities to the 
third-best or third-highest in 1989-90, 
she said. 
Stang attributed the shift in part to the 
rising costs of health care, which are 
included in fringe benefits and the 
effects of the Early Retirement Incentive 
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To a trained eye, the spindle work on this Bowling Green home is one indication it 
was buiff during the boom era of the 1880s when property owners were trying to 
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ASC proposes 
salary increase 
and a title study 
Administrative Staff Council approved 
a salary recommendation package at its 
March 1 meeting, including a request for 
a salary increase of 8.5 percent for ad-
ministrative staff for each of the next two 
years. 
Gregg DeCrane, chair of the Salary 
Committee that proposed the recom-
mendation, said the request is based on 
salary increase projections from other 
similar institutions and on predicted eco-
nomic factors. 
DeCrane said that assuming that the 
Ohio salary increase will continue to 
outpace the consumer price index at the 
same rate in the near future, then the 
projecf Pd increase for 199(}.91 would be 
4. 75 percent If all othef' similar Ohio 
institutions increase salaries at 4.75 
percent. then Bowling Green would need 
an increase of 12.5 percent to achieve a 
goal of being in the top four institutions 
in the state, he said. 
"Understanding the budget situation 
that exists, we suggest a realizable 
increase of 8.5 percent each of the next 
two years, assuming that other schools 
average 4.75 percent both the first and 
second years," DeCrane said. "Such an 
increase would move BGSU into the 
fourth position behind the University of 
Cincinnati, Ohio State University and 
Miami University, and also place us 
second in regard to the "four corner 
institutions" (Ohio University, Kent State 
University, Miami and BGSU) and 
Continued on Page 3 
More U.S. students and universities are recognizing 
growing importance of learning a second language 
H two foreign salesmen from different 
countries came to your home to sell you 
the same product and one spoke to you 
in your language and the other salesman 
spoke in his native tongue, from whom 
are you more likely to buy the product? 
For most Americans who know only 
English, the salesman who speaks 
Engrish is going to have the advantage. 
But the example works the other way, 
too. Americans who travel abroad for 
business purposes may have an advan-
tage if they can speak to their prospective 
customers in the customer's native 
tongue. 
While it is impossible to learn all the 
languages in the wor1d in order to 
converse with people of any country, 
many proponents of foreign language 
education feel learning at least one other 
language is an important part of a 
student's curriculum. 
Last summer, the American Couool on 
Education called on colleges and 
universities to require all undergraduates 
to gain competency in foreign languages. 
The council's Commission on Interna-
tional Education, made up of 29 college 
presidents and administrators, also urged 
colleges to collaborate with elementary 
and secondary schools to improve foreign 
language proficiency. 
Both Dr. Diane Pretzer, chair of 
romance languages, and Or. Joseph 
Gray, chair of German, Russian and East 
Asian Languages, agree that learning 
another language can be a great benefit 
to a student However, they feel that 
college is not the id9al place to begin the 
learning process. 
Continued on Page 3 Diane Pretzer and Joseph Gray chair the University's two language departments . 
